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OUR VISION

We envision a transformed and just society and stand in solidarity

with radical social movements in struggles for pro-poor agrarian

transformation for food sovereignty.

OUR MISSION

We are committed to challenge neoliberal capitalism, power and

patriarchy and to promote and advocate for agrarian reform for

food sovereignty with strategic alliances. Our support amplifies

the agrarian struggles of social movements, and community

formations and groups of women and men to an unjust agrarian

political economy.

OUR VALUES AND APPROACH

We believe in social justice and equal rights for all, make a choice

to work with the rural poor and therefore facilitate the voice,

choices, strategies and approaches of struggle determined by

people themselves. We advance power and possibility of young

people and women and actively facilitate opportunities for their

expansion and growth in our strategy.

Our processes aim to encourage and establish a will within people

to believe in themselves and their vision. The common vision is

improved livelihoods, changes in the economic, political and

social conditions within communities and the institutions that

represent their interests.

Our research and work with communities inform debates and

the issues SPP focuses on. Research in turn is informed by the

struggles and obstacles communities identify. Their experiences

and struggles ultimately then inform advocacy to influence

government and policy makers. This is always done with

communities through documented community actions, stories

of change and achievements based on their action for change.

The networks such as Tshintsha Amakhaya and Northern Cape

Regional Network are spaces to share methodologies, approaches

and practice.

The operational context in which SPP and the formations it

accompanies position themselves is a volatile, unpredictable,

oppressive and at times repressive context, especially, when the

poor and marginalised express their voice. It is a painful yet

hopeful scenario as the various organised formations that SPP

supports and accompanies assert their right to be people treated

with dignity, respect and care to access basic human rights and

conditions conducive to agrarian reform for food sovereignty.

SPP works in a respectful and caring way with the community

because this is part of our own internal culture, where participation,

listening, openness, caring for each other, transparency, gender

equality is promoted and refined.

Surplus People Project’s
Vision and Mission Vision and Mission
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Embarking both on a hopeful and miraculously successful journey

may seem at odds at some level. Yet this is exactly what it is that

SPP is experiencing as we trundle along our developmental path.

Our hopeful journey relates to the pursuit of our core objectives

as it relate to sustainable agrarian reform, an enhanced agro-

ecological focus, a high degree of social mobilisation, and a

strengthened network and alliances. Our miraculously successful

journey relates to the path travelled thus far with its unlikely

successes. These successes relate equally to our endeavours in the

four areas of agrarian reform, agroecological focus, social

mobilisation and building networks and alliances.              .

The plight of emerging farmers, as one aspect of agrarian reform,

remains at the forefront of our hopeful endeavours. Despite the

odds posed by failed policy implementation, the inherent

unsustainability of the approaches adopted in this sector, and the

reluctance displayed by some municipalities to make pro-emerging

farmer policy choices, the miraculous success lie in the ability of

SPP to draw on her resources to galvanize forces around emerging

farmers to put their plight centre stage at local and national levels.

SPP, her partners and networks will persist to engage municipalities

and provincial governments to adjust policy decisions and

approaches in favour of a more equal dispensation for emerging

farmers.

On the agroecological front, our journey remains hopeful despite

our land tenure dispensation that actually bedevils ground-breaking

initiatives. Security of tenure in commonage areas is already a

tenuous affair. With competition now from established farmers

on the back of open tenders, agroecological initiatives are fighting

a losing battle. In the same breath, however, our successful journey

has shown how women and youth initiatives have grown from

strength to strength.

The miraculous success of our journey in the area of social

mobilisation is a “trending” hallmark of SPP activism. In this regard,

the Right to Agrarian Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign

(FSC) is an example of the endless possibilities of sustained social

activism to advance the cause of the rural poor. The FSC has

consistently taken up the cudgels for small-scale farmers, farm

workers and rural dwellers, the plight of those on commonage

land and their running battles with some municipalities. SPP is

providing a hopeful journey by creating space for dialogue, for

intense engagement and for honest discourse.

Of equal miraculous measure is the sustaining and continuous

development of networks and alliances to push the developmental

agenda of all the partners in the sector. SPP plays and shall continue

to play a galvanizing role in running alliances such as Tshintsha

Amakhaya, the Rural Women’s Assembly and the Northern Cape

Regional Network, to name a few. These alliances and networks

also provide hope for the journey ahead. Our journey cannot reach

and surpass any of its goals if our social partners are not of singular

mind and of singular purpose with us.

But no journey, whether hopeful or miraculous, can be undertaken

without a purpose built vehicle. SPP, as an organisation, remains

nationally and internationally recognised and respected. It has

shown tremendous resilience through the years. In no small

measure, the dedicated staff and management of the organisation

have put their all into the goals and objectives of SPP. Despite the

loss of experienced and loyal staff through this year, our staff and

most prized asset have remained steadfast, focused and committed.

The Board wants to thank you for your selflessness and making

it possible for our journey to be both hopeful and miraculously

successful.

Johann Mettler, Chairperson

Chairperson’s Report 2015

Chairperson’s Report
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“Trust yourself, trust the road, trust
the weather and trust your
destination! This quarto-trust can
create a miraculously successful
journey!”

“A hopeful journey is more
important than the destination.”

MEHMET MURAT ILDAN

DAN GROAT



October 2015 will be remembered as a significant moment in the

history of South Africa. Students across the country united under

the banner of the #FeesMustFall movement (preceded by

#RhodesMustFall), to challenge the lack of transformation at

tertiary education institutions and to demand lower fees. These

protests marked a new era for youth activism, and for civil society

organisations (CSOs) and movements working for social justice

and economic freedom. The revolt highlighted the systemic crisis

of unemployment, poverty and inequality that besets South Africa.

This takes place in a context of rampant police brutality, in the

killing of 34 striking mineworkers at Marikana in 2012, against

farm workers on strike in the Western Cape in 2012/13, against

members of Parliament during President Zuma’s 2015 State of

the Nation Address (SONA) and during the student uprising that

began in 2015.

Yet another outbreak of xenophobic violence against our sisters

and brothers from across the continent in 2015 was condemned

by CSOs and society more broadly. It shamed progressive

movements and organisations working with migrants and refugees.

The barbaric nature of these attacks underlined the social tensions

and breakdown in social cohesion arising from this growing poverty,

unemployment, inequality and a sense of despair amongst black

working class and youth. The government of South Africa must

take responsibility for narrowing the gap between rich and poor,

for bringing about social justice, and for responding to political

grievances in a meaningful way.

The image of Syrian refugee Alan Kurdi washed up on a Turkish

beach shocked the world. It drew world attention to the ongoing

desperation of refugees across the globe. There have been varied

responses from governments in Europe, some more humane than

others. Ordinary citizens and movements have mobilised themselves

and taken action in support of realising a deep aspiration for the

establishment of a more just and humane society.              .

The events surrounding the 2015 SONA by the President shocked

the nation and raised serious concerns around media freedom

(because cell phone signals were blocked), the dominance of the

security agencies of the state in public life, the potential threats

of this “securitisation” agenda to social mobilisation and civil

society advocacy.

State mismanagement and corruption continue to be topical issues

around which faith communities and their allies are mobilising.

The economic and fiscal position of South Africa raises concern to

even ordinary citizens that feel the brunt of neoliberal policies and

decision-making. South Africa is at risk of being downgraded to

“junk” investment status. Inflation is increasing and the effects of

the 2008 global economic downturn are more intensely felt by

especially the poor and working class. The service delivery protests

are an expression of frustration about the dire situation that

communities in both rural and urban areas find themselves.

Amendments to the Labour Relations Act came into operation in

January 2015, bringing important new labour rights for part-time

workers, people working for labour brokers, as well as casual and

contract workers. These rights include the right to be appointed

permanently after three months of contract work or working

through a labour broker. We believe that it was the wave of strikes

of mine workers in Marikana, farm workers, transport workers and

others that prompted government to improve the labour rights of

the working class.

Director’s Report 2015 Director’s Report
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Oppression and exploitation in the agricultural sector continues

to have a negative socio-economic and political impact on farm

workers, especially seasonal workers and women. The migration

of seasonal workers has led to social tensions and xenophobia in

some communities. This could adversely affect movement building

and the broader social transformation project if it is not addressed

properly. The attacks on immigrants also affected our community

partners. Issues of racism, sexism and gender prejudice came to

the fore at popular education, all directly linked to xenophobia.

This is a critical strategic issue to engage around, especially with

women, given the key role they play in family and community.

On Human Rights Day, 21 March, hundreds of women from all

across the country, linked to the Rural Women’s Assembly, launched

the land for food campaign. The South African Human Rights

Commission and the Commission for Gender Equality heard these

women tell their stories of exploitation, oppression and patriarchy.

The African National Congress (ANC) conference in 2015

emphasised that land reform is a critical part of transformation.

The announcement of new policies on land was not surprising.

These include a ban on foreign ownership, an “ownership ceiling”

of 12 000 hectares for any one landowner; and the appointment

of a Valuer-General who will determine the value of land designated

for restitution, thus avoiding the need to rely on the willing-buyer,

willing-seller model.

The slow pace of land reform and the uncertainty about tenure

rights frustrated and angered small-scale farmers. Together with

the Right to Agrarian Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign

(FSC), direct action at local level took place to oppose municipalities

which continue to favour white commercial farmers in the leasing

of public land purely because they are able to pay higher levies

than small-scale farmers. With the help of the Legal Resources

Centre (LRC), the FSC and SPP fight for the rights of poorer

members of the community. The DRDLR’s Proactive Land

Acquisition Strategy (PLAS) has long been described by small scale

farmers as an inappropriate mechanism because it promotes

individual long-term leasing, forces farmers to compete with each

other, and ownership is determined by the successful

implementation of a business plan developed by (mostly white)

commercial farmers who act as mentors and strategic agricultural

industry partners. Yet it remains the dominant mechanism for

landless to access land for agriculture and livelihoods.        .

The drought that mainly affected the eastern parts of the country

also affected livestock farmers in the Northern Cape and raised

renewed awareness around water scarcity and the impacts of

climate change. Some small scale farmers managed to exert enough

pressure on the authorities to gain access to some of the

government’s drought relief measures which were biased towards

the interests of commercial farmers. Private drought relief initiatives

tended to perpetuate long-standing racial and economic barriers

between farmers. The drought resulted in an increase in food

prices with economists projecting further increases up to 11% in

the near future.

Several community activists and staff had the opportunity to

participate in national and international exchanges and solidarity

actions in 2015. Our intention is to develop the individuals so that

they in turn can add value to their organisations. Global solidarity

is essential to better understand what we have in common as

movements and the interconnectedness of our struggles.
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It has been a challenging year for the organisation. In addition to

staff resignations, a few staff members were incapacitated for

months and had to gradually reintegrate into the organisation on

their return. The absence of these key staff members had an

impact on the rest of staff who had to step in to keep planned

and emerging activities going as well as they could. We however

concluded the year with great optimism.           .

Our external evaluation process under the guidance of a seasoned

facilitator with an appreciation of the socio-political context of

the work of CSOs was a very engaging and stimulating experience.

One-on-one discussions took place with staff, workshops and

reflection space with the FSC and community representatives

added immense value to our praxis and informed our strategic

planning session in October 2015. This process was another

important opportunity for critical reflection, engagement and

discussions with community partners expressing their frustrations

about ongoing problems and a lack of transformation. They clearly

articulated their needs and aspirations, as did small-scale farmers

and household producers who produce high-quality crops through

agroecology. The findings from the evaluation process were

discussed with those who were interviewed and consulted in a

genuinely participatory way.

A number of key points emerged from discussions with community

partners. People want to produce their own food and have control

over their own food system, but the lack of adequate infrastructure

and financial support hampers their efforts. Government does not

support emerging farmers but gives support to cooperatives and

projects where big profits can be made. Key questions raised by

community partners included: “Will we ever own a piece of land?

Will we ever rise out of poverty? Will unemployment ever be

addressed, especially for the youth of today?”

Because the evaluation process was designed to identify the

strategic issues for planning, it was possible for SPP to facilitate

its own strategic planning process. This event was also an opportune

time to inform new staff and our young interns about the history

and praxis of SPP and to gather their input and contributions.

We entered into a partnership with Environmental Monitoring

Group to develop a strategy on how to engage youth in

environmental justice and agrarian transformation, because many

of the community forums spoke about a lack of youth involvement,.

The student protests of 2015 triggered a new level of political

consciousness among the youth as they understood the connection

between the various struggles. We have committed ourselves to

a youth project driven by young people which aims to play a key

role in social movements and initiatives such as Tshintsha Amakhaya

(TA) and the Rural Women’s Assembly.

SPP continued to play an active role in TA, a national collaboration

of ten non-governmental organisations (NGOs) supporting local

groups of rural women and men in four provinces working on land

and agrarian reform. TA aims to empower rural groups and women’s

leadership to understand their rights to land, water and food and

link these various groups of rural women and men in campaigns

to build solidarity on issues of common interest.

These challenges can only be overcome if progressive movements

and CSOs stand together in solidarity. We salute the many fierce

women and men who inspire us and direct the path ahead.

Herschelle Milford, Managing Director
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Agrarian transformation continues to be negatively affected by

the dynamics of capitalist development in South Africa. Many

people remain landless. The pattern of land ownership has not

substantially changed since the end of apartheid because of the

lack of political will. It is necessary to continue building movements

that can challenge government’s market-led land reform approach

that only serves to maintain the status quo. None of the

government’s land reform policies are effectively providing land

or secure tenure for small-scale farmers, forestry dwellers and

farm workers. Inadequate staffing and small budgets for the

Department of Rural Development and Land Reform (DRDLR)

make it clear that land reform is a low priority for government.

The lack of land and secure tenure particularly affects the women

and youth of South Africa.

PARTICIPATION IN STATE-DRIVEN PROCESSES AND

PROGRAMMES - A BENEFIT OR COMPROMISE?

The Department of Rural Development and Land Reform has

launched the Agri-Park Programme and established a District

Agri-Park Advisory Committee. The programme focuses on

“commodities” which include livestock, fishing and irrigation

crops (in the Western Cape) and rooibos, livestock, dates and

vineyards (in the Northern Cape). The programme focuses on

farmers with access to land and water rights which immediately

excludes most of the farm workers and small farmers who are

struggling because they lack access to water and land. This

programme requires closer scrutiny. SPP intends to do a deeper

analysis to assist farmers to make an informed decision about

whether to participate or not. The overall impression is that every

new government programme and policy gives expression to the

neoliberal orientation which only serves to maintain the status

quo - the ongoing dominance of white capital and the unequal

land and water ownership and rights that underpin it.           .

The Minister of Department of Rural Development and Land

Reform has spoken about the importance of the newly established

district land reform committees (DLRCs). The purpose of these

committees is to make district-level recommendations on access

to land, water and infrastructure.

Although we lobbied for representatives of the FSC and SPP to

serve on these committees, we keep a critical distance because

we are keenly aware of the possibility that participating in state

processes could compromise our integrity. We will reflect on this

issue as we proceed. Two principles we advocated for at the

inception of the DLRCs was that one in every three applications

should be reserved for farm workers or poor farmers and that a

database should be established of available land in each district.

COMMUNITIES RESIST THROUGH LOCAL ACTIONS

Municipalities in the areas where SPP works are failing to provide

access to municipal commonage land to the inhabitants who need

it most for land-based livelihoods. Even though municipal

commonage land is intended to be utilised for the greater good

and to redress the wrongs of apartheid, small-scale black farmers

are expected to engage in competitive tendering processes that

award commonage leases to the highest bidder. The winning

bidders are usually wealthy white commercial farmers. Where

alternative land is available, it is often located too far from town

for small farmers to reach. Where small farmers have access to

commonage land, the municipalities resist entering into long

leases, or are reluctant to renew existing leases.

Agrarian transformation

Agrarian transformation
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With the support and encouragement of the Agrarian Reform for

Food Sovereignty Campaign (FSC), more than 300 emerging

farmers from the Hantam and Karoo Hoogland local municipalities

(LMs) of Namakwa District engaged in protest action. They

expressed their dissatisfaction, raised awareness and submitted

a set of demands to the two municipalities.

Emerging farmers on commonage land in Williston (seven camps),

Fraserburg (three camps) and Sutherland (three camps) are facing

eviction after the Karoo Hoogland LM awarded a tender to

commercial farmers. The farmers, all FSC members, decided to

take direct action by occupying the camps. Williston farmers

occupied the camps in protest. The farmers in the other two towns

did not occupy the camps for fear of action against them, and

also because the camps do not have water. The Sutherland farmers

refused to pay their lease fees because of the lack of infrastructure

on the land.

Farmers in Kareeberg LM (Pixley ka Seme District) were presented

with letters of demand to pay outstanding lease fees. They were

also asked to pay property rates on the land. After negotiations

with the municipality, they won a small victory when the authorities

recognised that they are not liable for rates because they are not

the owners of the land.

Emerging farmers have limited access to water at the best of

times. The drought has made the water situation much worse. In

Loeriesfontein (Hantam LM), pamphlets were distributed to the

community to raise awareness and mobilise support for access to

water. FSC representatives met with the municipality to discuss

the water crisis. The municipality spoke about the high cost of

providing infrastructure, but undertook to consider this matter in

its 2016 budget. It also said it would ask the Department of Water

and Sanitation to provide more water tanks for the town.

After the Hantam towns of Loeriesfontein, Nieuwoudtville and

Brandvlei were declared drought disaster areas, emerging farmers

received two months of food for their sheep from the Department

of Agriculture.

By refusing to give recognition to small-scale farmers, the Swartland

Municipality is showing it resists supporting land reform.

Commonage land has been leased to white commercial farmers

because they can pay more than the small-scale farmers are able

to pay. An eviction process began against small farmers in

Malmesbury without any offer of alternative agricultural land.

The matter went to mediation. The Swartland Farmers’ Forum

was clear that the purpose of the mediation process was to provide

other land to enable them to continue pursuing agriculture. They

also clearly stated that no resolution of the dispute could be

possible without taking into consideration the broader context of

agriculture development and transformation. Further demands

were that both parties could decide on which role-players to

include, that caucus sessions could continue separately until there

is a need for a joint session, and that the process should be

completed within six months. In September the mediator told the

small farmers that the Municipality said that it was not responsible

for agricultural development and had no obligation to further land

reform.

The strategy is now to approach other role-players such as the

provincial Department of Agriculture, the Public Protector, COGTA

(Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs)

and the Legal Resources Centre (LRC). The Municipality threatened

to apply for a court order if the mediator is unable to resolve the

dispute by the December deadline. LRC has agreed to provide

legal support if a court order has been issued.

The struggle continues. For now, the farmers are still on the land. . .

The challenges around commonage land will be one of the FSC’s

campaigns in 2016. Similar issues have been identified by partners

supporting farmers on commonage land in other locations. It is

possible that a larger campaign could be taken up with other

organisations and movements operating under the umbrella of

Tshintsha Amakhaya.

The process of establishing an inclusive representative forum of

forestry communities in the Western Cape involved strategising

sessions, workshops where representatives obtained mandates

from members, and several meetings to clarify expectations. The

Western Cape Forestry Stakeholder Forum has now been established

with a number of representative role players. The Forestry

Community Forum (FCF), which was a key driver for this inclusive

process, chairs the committee and has the status of additional

member. The FCF advocates for land ownership in forestry

settlements, not only ownership of houses, but also access to

additional land for food production, formal township establishment

(in the legal sense), and phasing out plantations in favour of

sustainable agroforestry practices.

Several engagements took place with stakeholders including the

Nama Khoi Municipality to rehabilitate the Komaggas wetland.

Although rehabilitating the wetland might seem to be a way of

getting more productive land and water for agriculture, there are

many challenges. There are houses and families living in the

wetland, and it is the main source of water for the town.

The Western Cape Department of Agriculture in the Western Cape

held an Agricultural Indaba in October 2015 with stakeholders to

discuss land reform and the role of agriculture. Issues raised at the

summit included delays in transformation process; insufficient

support services; and a lack of coordination between departments

supporting land reform and agricultural development.
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The emerging farmers of Cederberg, Swartland and Matzikama

decided to use this opportunity to hand over a memorandum of

demands to the MEC for Agriculture. SPP supported a pre-summit

process and strategising session at which representatives of the

different forums and the Food Sovereignty Campaign came

together to discuss their demands. A meeting with the MEC,

representatives of provincial Department of Agriculture and a

representative of Casidra (a Western Cape governmental

organisation responsible for infrastructure support) was held before

the Indaba began. The MEC undertook to consider the

memorandum.

The Concerned Moravians Group and the small scale farmers’

forum of Wupperthal Moravian Mission Station established a joint

forum to undertake collective engagement with the church

leadership after consultation with other Moravians. This forum

will take forward the Genadendal Accord of 2006 and engagements

with the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform and

the Moravian Church of South Africa. This accord provided the

framework for cooperation between the DRDLR and the Moravian

Church of South Africa with regard to land reform at the Moravian

mission stations.

The implementation of the plans around TRANCRAA (the

Transformation of Certain Rural Areas Act) in Namaqualand was

earmarked for 2015. The Task Team established for monitoring

the implementation process only managed to convene two

meetings during the semester. At both meetings delegates

expressed their dissatisfaction about the absence of DRDLR officials

(who are responsible for implementing the process at the meetings),

the lack of materials in local languages, inadequate support for

communication and logistical support, and the lack of a dedicated

budget for the process.

Since minimal progress has been made, showing a lack of

seriousness on the part of officials, community representatives

submitted a formal request for a meeting with the Minister of

Rural Development and Land Reform or his deputy. The Deputy

Minister met with the Task Team and undertook to resolve the

issues raised by the community delegates. However, by the end

of this review period, none of these issues had been resolved.
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The building of any movement of resistance requires systematic

work rooted in people’s daily struggles. These local actions and

everyday struggles are the building blocks to build a movement

of resistance. The Right to Agrarian Reform for Food Sovereignty

Campaign continues to be relevant and instrumental in bringing

together different land struggles, linking different communities,

and raising awareness of the broader struggle for food sovereignty

and agrarian transformation.

The struggles of small-scale farmers for commonage land and their

engagement with municipalities on this issue has been a key

feature in 2015. The FSC supported local associations and forums

in their struggles to gain access to water, commonage land, and

tenure rights. Through their actions, farmers succeeded in stopping

the Karoo Hoogland Municipality from selling commonage land

(a public asset held for the public good), the tender process to

offer access to commonage to the highest bidder, and the eviction

of a woman farmer from the commonage in Hantam Municipality.

FSC EXPRESSES AGENCY AND VOICE IN NAMAKWA DISTRICT

FSC members in Namaqualand successfully mobilised communities

and farmers’ associations to discuss their views on the agrarian

challenges, wrote a memorandum of concerns and demands, and

presented a vision for the future. The FSC organised and facilitated

several preparatory discussions and planning sessions to achieve

this outcome.

The ongoing service delivery failures of local government were

highlighted in the memorandum, as well as the lack of social

support and political will. The FSC organised a joint session to

which all relevant stakeholders and line departments (eight

departments responsible for agrarian reform and eight local

municipalities in the Namakwa District) were invited to discuss

the challenges facing the communities and small farmers of

Namaqualand, to present the memorandum of concerns and

demands, and to demand a response within one month.

Only two local municipalities and two departments attended the

event. This poor response was not surprising but nevertheless had

a demotivating effect on the communities and farmers who had

participated in the process. They had hoped that departments and

municipalities would give them an opportunity to be heard. The

departments in attendance gave presentations on their role and

functions, but did not respond to the demands in the memorandum.

The bigger challenge now is to deepen the political analysis,

strengthen local self-organisation, and continue supporting the

organising efforts and local struggles of communities. Building

linkages and solidarity with like-minded initiatives and struggles

should continue.

“PLANTATIONS ARE NOT FORESTS”

- FCF STAND IN SOLIDARITY

Fourteen people from 13 forestry villages (nine of them women)

represented the Forestry Community Forum (FCF) the Food

Sovereignty Campaign at the Civil Society Alternative Program

(CSAP), an event run in parallel to the World Forestry Congress in

Durban in September 2015. At the CSAP, people from around the

shared their stories and struggles.

The message to decision and policy makers was clear. “Plantations

are not forests, but rather “green deserts’ that rob countless people

of their livelihoods”; “Say no to fake forests” and “Forests for life,

Movement building and social mobilisation
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not for business” were some of the slogans on the many banners

carried by marchers on the Global Day of Action Against Fake

Forests.

The main purpose of taking part in this event was to understand

the broader global challenges, to learn from one another and share

strategies, and to build global solidarity and networks. The FCF

hosted a session which outlined its mobilisation strategy in the

South African socio-political context.

The FCF continues to mobilise more communities. It started with

one community (Nuweberg) in 2008, and now brings together 13

communities with similar challenges. During the second half of

2015, they made contact with two new forestry communities to

make people living there aware of its activities, engagements with

various state departments to demand tenure security and land

reform and to find out about their experiences. While the challenges

in forestry village are complex and daunting, the commitment of

the FCF and the communities it works with to improving their

living conditions remains strong.

WORLD FOOD SOVEREIGNTY DAY USED TO RAISE

AWARENESS

The FSC is a member of La Via Campesina (LVC). It celebrated

the International Day of Action for Food Sovereignty at an event

in Citrusdal in the West Coast District where it conscientised farm

workers about their rights and educated the community about

healthy nutritious food and the broader food system. The FSC

message was clear: it works with activists and movements across

the world to end the global food crisis and hunger through food

sovereignty and agroecological production.

Information pamphlets were distributed and a march took place

through the streets of Citrusdal to highlight the struggles of farm

workers and small-scale farmers. Food sovereignty, value-added

production and agroecology were promoted through information-

sharing, a market with stalls showcasing produce and products

from producers, and speak-outs and presentations by FSC members.

SPP and community representatives also participated in a day of

action for farm workers, dwellers and small-scale farmers organised

under the auspices of the Northern Cape Regional Network in

Warmsand and Kakamas in ZF Mgcawu District.

FSC LEARNING EXCHANGE TO UNAC (MOZAMBIQUE)

Learning exchanges are powerful opportunities to build solidarity,

activate and stimulate movement-building, and share experiences.

One of our strategies is therefore to facilitate, support and organise

exchanges locally, nationally and internationally in order to advance

food sovereignty and strengthen the mobilisation efforts of the

Food Sovereignty Campaign.

Eight members of the FSC and two SPP staff members visited

UNAC (the Mozambique National Peasants’ Union) after members

of La Via Campesina suggested exchanges between members of

LVC in Southern Africa. The purpose of the exchange was to share

experiences of struggle, to build solidarity, and to explore possible

joint campaigns. FSC also looked forward to find out more about

UNAC’s agroecology school, its local markets approach, and its

experience in adding value to agroecological produce. UNAC’s

“Money Scheme” to support women’s economic empowerment

could be used by FSC in South Africa.
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Like many movements, FSC has a lot to learn about the best way

to stimulate the participation and leadership of women and the

building of a more feminist approach. Both FSC and UNAC identified

the need to build linkages with women’s movements and

organisations. Mozambique’s Forum Mulher [Women’s Forum]

already forms part of the Rural Women’s Assembly in Southern

Africa. The way forward is to have further conversation on ways

to work together on matters of common concern. The impact of

exchanges is often not immediately visible, but SPP and FSC are

confident that pragmatic engagement with the learnings from

the visit will yield rich rewards for work in South Africa.         .

Members of the FSC also participated in the Regional Symposium

on Agroecology for Food Security and Nutrition in sub-Saharan

Africa in Dakar, Senegal and the LVC Africa 1 Conference in

Tanzania. A woman activist from FSC in the Northern Cape

represented the FSC at a LVC meeting in Zimbabwe.           .

The FSC task team of 30 activists meets quarterly to discuss work

being done in the various regions and to identify actions to respond

to emerging issues. The meetings are also used as a space and

opportunity for mobilisation and political education. Every six

months a new convenor and secretary are elected. The current

convenor is a male farmer and the secretary a woman farmer,

both from the West Coast District.

MOBILISATION OF FARM WORKERS, FARM DWELLERS

AND MIGRANTS

The Citrusdal Farm Workers, Dwellers and Migrants Forum was

instrumental in re-establishing the Citrusdal Advice Office which

does important work to support the struggles of farm workers,

farm dwellers and migrants. SPP has supported this work and

facilitated negotiations to streamline working relations.

On 1 January 2015, amendments to the Labour Relations Act

were brought into effect, bringing into being more protection for

the rights of “non-standard” workers - people working on contracts,

people brought into workplaces by labour brokers, and part-time

workers. The Forum ran awareness-raising workshops around the

changes to the labour law and distributed pamphlets in English,

Afrikaans and Xhosa with SPP’s support. A total of 225 cases were

taken on by the Forum, including dismissals of farmworkers,

referring unfair dismissals to the CCMA, unfair labour practice

cases, cases of unfair discrimination, illegal evictions, pending

evictions and paralegal advice to individuals. The CCMA

(Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration) is the

statutory institution for the resolution of labour disputes. This

institution only allows trade unions to represent workers.

SPP interviewed farm workers to find out about their experiences

with regard to unions and gain insight into their views on

mobilisation and organising for farm worker rights. Several

discussions took place between SPP, the Citrusdal Forum, the

Casual Workers’ Advice Office, farm committees supported by

the Southern Cape Land Committee, De Doorns farm workers,

and the Witzenberg Action Group around alternative forms of

organising and direct representation at the CCMA. The Citrusdal

Forum plan to use this information to ask the CCMA to review

and set aside Rule 25 of its rules which precludes the representation

of farm worker by anyone other than a registered trade union and

legal practitioners so that farm workers who choose to be

represented by the Forum or Advice Office can be represented in

this way.

Mobilising and informing other farm workers about their rights

and responsibilities extended to the Northern Cape. More farm

workers are expressing the desire for more information and ways

of getting involved in mobilisation actions.

In Rooiwal and Vioolsdrift (Namakwa District) a platform is

being developed with the support of SPP and the Citrusdal

Farmworkers, Dwellers and Migrants’ Forum after many

workers lost their jobs because more commercial farmers

are contracting in temporary seasonal workers. The members

of this platform are represented on the FSC Task Team and

expect that the local farm worker forum will address their

daily struggles, including evictions and unfair labour practices.

In Lutzville and Koekenaap (West Coast District) a popular

education methodology was used to inform farm workers

about their rights.

EQUITY SCHEMES - GOVERNMENT’S ANSWER TO FARM

WORKER EMPOWERMENT

Currently the government is searching for land reform models

that will lead to fast-track land redistribution. To date,

approximately 9% of agricultural land has been redistributed

from white owners to black owners or the state. The policy

“strengthening the relative rights of people working the land”

proposes that farm owners retain 50% ownership of the

farm and cede 50% ownership to their workers who will

acquire shares in the farm depending on their length of

service (the 50:50 policy). Government presents equity

schemes as radical land reform, but many farm workers and

other designated beneficiaries have reported negative

experiences in equity schemes involving evictions and job-

shedding.

Many commercial farmers like equity schemes, not as a way

of benefiting farm workers, but because it gives them access

to government grant finance and, under the Witzenberg

Municipality’s Partnership in Agri Land Solutions (PALS)

programme, additional water rights to expand their operations.
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IN SOLIDARITY WITH THE WITZENBERG ACTIVIST GROUP

PALS describes the framework and approach of the Witzenberg

Partnership. The Witzenberg Partnership is a land reform project

aiming to create 50 new farming projects in the Witzenberg

municipality with black (including coloured) farmers being given

30% of the shares in these new projects. In essence it is an equity

scheme driven by the interests of the white commercial farmers

sponsoring it and the lawyers managing it on their behalf. Its

primary purpose is to access government support in order to expand

the businesses and profits of these already wealthy farmers. The

partnership may or may not benefit a small group of permanent

farm workers who are selected as beneficiaries of 30% shareholding

in the 50 new farming ventures that the partnership aims to

establish.

The Witzenberg Rural Development Centre (WRDC), an advice

office in Ceres, asked SPP to support its efforts to raise awareness

and mobilise poor people in the area around the partnership. The

Centre was concerned that the farm workers, small-scale farmers

and township residents are being excluded from the decisions and

benefits of the Witzenberg Partnership, which is controlled by the

political and economic elite of the area.

SPP engaged in a process to provide information and strategise

together. We held workshops and presentations to raise awareness

about PALS and farm worker equity schemes. The Witzenberg

Activist Group (WAG) was established with support from WRDC

to drive community mobilisation in Ceres around farm worker

issues and broader community issues (including pre-paid water,

and the Witzenberg Municipality’s policy on providing municipal

services to indigent residents). SPP provided facilitation and support

for meetings with government departments to lobby for inclusion

of farm workers in planning processes that affect them.

After mobilising and doing awareness-raising, WAG was able to

organise a march to the municipality to demand improved

municipal services (including the policy on pre-paid water meters,

an appropriate indigent policy, access to housing, and community

participation and benefit from the PALS project). The march

received extensive media coverage as the first of its kind in this

wealthy farming area. The action resulted in the municipality

reconsidering the feasibility of pre-paid water meters and

withdrawing its support for additional water rights to be allocated

by the Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS) to commercial

farmers participating in the PALS project. SPP added value to

advocacy on the water rights matter by providing research and

analysis that was used to convince the municipality to withdraw

its support for the application to DWS.

SPP’s role will continue to be supporting community activists like

WAG in their struggles, and linking them to various farm worker

forums and to the FSC. This work is likely to grow in importance as

the partnership takes shape and it may even become a national

model for land reform. The lessons for other communities from

SPP’s work with WAG, other farm worker, forestry dweller and

other forums and FSC in particular include the need to broaden

and connect struggles across communities in South Africa, the

region and the world. While the local issues may differ in detail,

they are all linked to the systemic problems of neoliberalism.

SPP intends to document the experience of  PALS and share equity

scheme beneficiaries through case studies as discussion material

and input into possible solutions to the practical problems of

ensuring that schemes of this kind go beyond window dressing to

become interventions that really do transform the agrarian

landscape of South Africa.
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Our approach to agroecology has always recognised its direct link

to agrarian transformation and the building of movements. Jointly,

these three things are a critical force to achieve food sovereignty.

Food sovereignty requires a paradigm shift in the relationship

between human beings and food, agriculture, land, and the

environment. It involves both resistance against neoliberal industrial

agriculture and the forging of a new mode of food production.

We continue to embrace agroecology as an alternative framework

rooted in the day to day practices and struggles of small producers

and small-scale farmers.

We started supporting agroecological learning sites in 2009 and

this network has been coordinated by a working group of farmers

and SPP staff. The farmers control the process and prioritise the

training, learning exchanges, action research and implementation

support they require. The agroecology working group is a practice

to build people-driven and farmer-led agroecology. It continues

to be the platform for small-scale farmers and producers to share,

learn, plan, strategise and advocate on all aspects of agroecology.

A review process of all agroecological learning sites were held with

36 representatives (50% women) from older (more established)

and new sites. The main purpose was to review the role of the

working group and progress at the various learning sites.

The long-term vision of the working group is to build a strong

movement and network of agroecology practitioners and to

effectively share skills and knowledge. The group will be holding

quarterly meetings which will incorporate exchanges and practical

demonstrations. Key topics to be covered in the year ahead include:

dealing with animal diseases, using herbs for medicinal purposes

and agro-processing, and how to engage youth and women. A

database of all the projects and the specific skills and expertise

they have to offer will be developed to support more effective

farmer-to-farmer peer learning.

Agroecological producers from the sites in Namaqualand were

exposed to training and exchanges which enabled them to gain

extensive knowledge, and build their experience and skills. It

became clear that most of the knowledge is held by elderly

producers, so we brought these “champions” together for a day

of conversation about writing up their learnings with the support

of the working group for others to benefit, especially our young

people.

For the last few years, Arbor Week has been used as an opportunity

to raise awareness around food and seed sovereignty . Every

year trees are distributed to interested farmer groups. This year

fruit trees and seeds were handed out to farmers in more than 15

towns.

In Moorreesburg and Goedgegundt in the Swartland municipal

area, an awareness programme was hosted by farmers themselves.

Discussions took place with interested community members around

agroecology, climate change and genetically modified organisms

(GMOs). Six young people from Riebeeck West planted trees in

their community créches and schools where they also explained

the importance of trees and agroecology. Because of the high

level of interest in agroecology and food sovereignty, an agroecology

workshop was organised for 48 people, half of them women. In

the Northern Cape, the week was also used to raise awareness

about climate change and the value of fruit trees in the farming

systems, including the opportunity to develop value-added

products, and the way they can be used to protect crops by

providing shade and acting as wind breaks.

Agroecological production for food sovereignty
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Activists from Mfuleni, Ithemba Farmers and forestry villages

supported the march against Monsanto of over 200 people from

a variety of organisations. The aim of the march was to raise

awareness of the destructive impact of GMOs and their toxic

pesticides on our communities, our health, our environment, our

economy and all living beings.

Mark Cloete is a differently abled man from Spoegrivier in

Namaqualand. He experiments with different kinds of fruit trees

to see how well they adapt in his town. He is using his back yard

for the time being, but would like to have a bigger piece of land

where he could plant more fruit trees. He has successfully

produced good quality apples, pears, bananas and peaches. He

also makes cuttings and shares with people in his community.

Mark will be participating in the working group meetings to

share his experience and knowledge.

A farmers’ market day was held in Moorreesburg to sell produce

and products for an income, and to create community awareness

amongst farm workers, factory workers and other small-scale

farmers. The products on sale included pickled onions, preserved

peaches and figs, jams and prepared beetroot as well as fresh

vegetables and vegetable seedlings.

Despite the lack of water, many households are starting to grow

vegetables often triggered by the high cost of food and lack of

fresh produce. Areas known for livestock farming such as in

Williston, Vosburg and Melkkraal are now also exploring household

food gardens. After a community food garden had been established

in the forestry village of Nuweberg, nine households began their

own food gardens. Other forestry villages such as Hawequa,

Jonkershoek and Lebanon also started to address food insecurity

by growing their own vegetables. A member of the Lebanon group

visited Ithemba Farmers near Cape Town and purchased pigs for

Lebanon and Nuweberg. Jonkershoek started farming with chickens

and goats.

A farmer from Goedgegundt, a town in the West Coast District,

who had participated in an SPP training wanted to share his

knowledge with other community members. He led and facilitated

a training attended by four women and three men about

agroecological planting methods, his worm farm, and his composting

practice. This event also included a discussion around seed saving

and the importance of sharing seed.

Community representatives from different areas requested financial

training for associations, platforms and forums. The SPP finance

team responded by organising and presenting a two-day training

event that was attended by 15 women and six men from Cederberg,

Ithemba, Mfuleni, Cederberg and a number of forestry communities.

Riebeeck West Farmers’ Association reaches out to the

community and youth through by supporting the establishment

of agroecological household food gardens. Riebeeck West is a

small town situated 5 km from Riebeeck Kasteel and about 75

km north-east of Cape Town in the Swartland municipal area.

Segregation along racial lines remains a feature of the landscape.

Most of the producers in this wine- and olive-producing area are

white commercial farmers.

Riebeeck West Farmers’ Association recently joined the

Swartland Emerging Farmer Forum and has in a short space of

time inspired the Forum and SPP with its impressive solidarity

and cooperative approach.
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After an initial struggle to mobilise people to participate, they

succeeded in engaging the community through encouraging and

supporting people to establish household food gardens. This

has proved to be an effective mechanism to reach out to youth

most affected by poverty to encourage them to stay in school

and to mitigate the risk of teenage pregnancies, falling into

substance abuse and becoming discouraged by poor prospects

for employment.

Riebeeck West started off supporting three household gardens

in early June 2015, a number that rapidly expanded to 20, with

ten more in the process of being established. A total of 16 young

people are involved in and responsible for developing and

maintaining these gardens.

Two senior emerging farmers provide extension support, and

monitor and evaluate progress through regular visits, training

and advice. Instead of handing out seeds to individuals, the

practice is to grow seedlings in a separate garden known as a

satellite garden. The seedlings grown in the satellite garden are

then distributed for use in other gardens. This approach has

proven to be more effective than distributing seeds.

Half of the produce that is harvested from the garden goes to

the household for own consumption or exchange. The other half

goes to the association which sells produce at reasonable prices

to raise money to purchase materials and to provide incentives

for youth to remain involved in the project.

The goal of the Riebeeck West group is to expand the satellite

garden so that it can produce more seedlings for distribution in

Riebeeck West, surrounding communities, and the Swartland

Emerging Farmer Forum.

Riebeeck West is looking forward to using the satellite garden

to build knowledge and experience in growing seedlings, to train

others, and to turn the site into a agroecological demonstration

site. The long-term vision is to acquire land for livestock and

mixed farming. For now, this provides an opportunity to reduce

food insecurity and to get young people engaged in the food

production system.

SPP’s role is to support the group’s expansion plans for an

agroecological seedling and seed production project that will

benefit the network of farmers in the Food Sovereignty

Campaign. The Riebeeck West group will share its experience

through the network of producers and the agroecological

working group as a learning model that could be replicated in

other places. SPP will support the group to share its skills and

knowledge through exchanges. We intend to co-facilitate

activities that can connect young people in urban and rural areas

with tangible activities to advance food sovereignty and food

justice.

SPP’s strategy to advocate for schools to advance agroecology

has been both challenging and gratifying. We worked with five

schools and observed that children taking part in trainings and

workshops are more interested in agriculture than they were to

begin with. Through our engagement with the provincial

Department of Agriculture, schools have been able to access

infrastructure support and funds for their projects.

Nyameko School vegetable garden is in Mfuleni township near

Khayelitsha, Cape Town. SPP got involved in the project two years

back, when Nyameko Primary and the Bambanani community

group signed an agreement to use some of the school’s land for

a vegetable garden.
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The community group keeps 50% of the produce, and the balance

goes to the school’s feeding scheme. This contract is due to expire

in 2018, but there is currently contestation around the agreement.

The provincial Department of Agriculture responded to an SPP

request for support to the project with some active investment.

Five Mfuleni women have established gardens in their back yards

in which they hope to apply agroecological principles to produce

healthy vegetables. Their progress is hindered by a lack of water.

Concordia Primary School  in Concordia (Namakwa District)

entered a school garden competition and won third place and a

prize of R5 000. The money will be invested in developing the

school garden. Participants have harvested carrots, onions, tomatoes

and cucumbers for the feeding scheme. Learners expanded the

garden and now have beds for potatoes and peas. Soebatsfontein

Primary School (also Namakwa District) also intends starting a

school garden and will decide on the role it would like SPP to play

in this process. The school wants to grow healthy food for all its

learners. Excelsior Secondary is a school in Cape Town with about

1 250 learners. The school has a development centre which in

2001 initiated a vegetable garden to help support its feeding

scheme. The vegetable garden was productive for 10 years and

collapsed but production started again in 2015. The school asked

SPP for support with community mobilisation and support, an

application to the provincial Department of Agriculture, and

training and awareness-raising about agroecology, food sovereignty

and related issues. Spurwing Primary in Eerste River, Cape Town,

has been struggling with its garden because of high clay soil

content and problems with its borehole. SPP held a meeting with

the school to discuss options, including the use of planting boxes

with a growing medium, and the installation of rainwater harvesting

tanks. We then facilitated a meeting between the project

coordinator and the provincial Department of Agriculture which

is providing support to the school.

Arbor Day is an annual event on which SPP raises awareness at

schools about agroecology. This year fruit trees were planted,

discussions on agroecology were held, and practical demonstrations

were done by our youth interns.

WOMEN ORGANISING FOR AGRARIAN TRANSFORMATION

AND SOCIAL JUSTICE

One of the key roles SPP plays is to facilitate the participation of

women in networks that promotes women’s rights, in actions

that reject the violations of women’s rights and in processes and

exchanges that build solidarity between women.

One of such networks is the Rural Women’s Assembly. A critical

gap women identified is the lack of young women in leadership

and little sharing of information to younger women. This was

considered in the planning process for the Long March Campaign

which was launched on 21 March 2015 (Human Rights Day) in

Cape Town. SPP supported the participation of over 200 women

from the Northern and Western Cape who joined more than 600

other rural women at the launch.

Women marched enthusiastically to the Premier of the Western

Cape’s office where they sat in front of the building, in the road

and on the sidewalks waiting for the Premier to emerge from the

state building. A representative was summoned to meet with the

protestors and acknowledge receipt of the memorandum. Various

actions took place after the event across the country, which then

culminated in a march to the Union Buildings in Pretoria on 9

August 2015 (Women’s Day). Linking women initiatives is an

important part of building a feminist movement. This strategy

strengthens the ability of women to engage in male-dominated

spaces and builds women’s agency and power.
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A direct outcome of this gathering was the hosting of a “Speak-

Out” during Women’s Month by women from the Citrusdal

Farmworker, Dweller and Migrants’ Forum. This group of women

took the initiative to plan and organise an event attended by 60

women and children from the Western and Northern Cape. These

women shared stories of abuse and rights violations in an

environment of mutual support.

SPP’s role was clearly defined as one of creating spaces for women

to understand, analyse and challenge the root causes of their

oppression; of linking and connecting struggles through exchanges;

and, by doing this, strengthening trust and solidarity between

women.

Subsequent to the “Speak-Out” event, the women from the

Citrusdal community led by the farm workers’ forum initiated a

march and picket to oppose the granting of bail to a man who

allegedly raped a young girl from the community.           .

The women involved in the Matzikama farmers’ forum organised

a meeting attended by 17 local women where they identified the

need to have a separate space to engage on specific issues affecting

them as women. They identified the need for skills that will

empower them to become economically independent, as well as

the need for information on their rights to help them fight for

land for food sovereignty and improved livelihoods. They proposed

follow-up trainings to learn how to deal with abused women in

the community. One woman wanted to get a restraining order

against a partner, which was a focus area during the 16 Days of

Activism of NO Violence Against Women and Children.         .

A women’s group from a local Anglican church in Namaqualand

approached SPP to support them to establish food gardens within

their congregation. This initiated a broader conversation around

land and agrarian reform struggles and the role that faith

communities can play. Further discussions will be held to explore

this issue in 2016. The focus could potentially be unemployed

women and youth, addressing hunger within the community, and

gaining access to land, water and infrastructure.

In March on International Women’s Day, about 40 women attended

a value- adding and marketing training in Lamberts Bay (West

Coast District). The programme covered wellness, health, spirituality

and generating an income through fresh produce grown in gardens.

Many women already preserve and pickle surplus fresh produce,

but for some this sparked new possibilities and ideas for taking
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Forty women from the Western and Northern Cape were brought together to develop a strategy and plan of action which will guide our

support to and work with women. The bringing together is in itself a strategy for building and strengthening the collective power through

creating solidarity and safe spaces for women. These spaces allow women to share their personal stories of oppression in all its forms,

to  collectively engage with the root causes of their oppression, and to challenge patriarchy. The presence and participation of young

people was very good and this should be strengthened in order to build the movement.

Women identified access to land for farming and their involvement in the Right to Agrarian for Food Sovereignty Campaign as priorities.

Another need expressed by women was local markets to sell products, their produce and arts and crafts. They affirmed the need for “safe

spaces” for women to separately engage on issues women face, and suggested feminist leadership training to enable women to take up

key roles in the movements and community formations.

action to improve their own lives. Some of the other products

and ideas included: making homemade paper for labels for

homemade value-added goods, recipes for making products

such as natural cleaning products. The products on display

were sampled by everyone present and received a stamp of

approval. Each participant received a jar with some seeds

and was challenged to grow the seed and make something

from the harvest. Guest speakers were invited to educate

the women on their wellness and taking care of their bodies.

The women got more information on breast cancer and how

to do self-examinations.

In addition, a two-day value adding workshop was held in

Carolusberg with 20 women farmers and representatives

from farming associations from the Namakwa District. This

workshop focused on uses of herbs, recycling household

waste and possibilities for generating income through making

value-added products. The women learned how to make

syrup, dishwashing liquid and cleaning products using herbs

from their gardens, and making kitchen items from recycled

cans and bottles or anything from nature and the environment.

Unemployed women who are not farming also valued the

information and skills which can potentially enable them to

generate an income. The women were also asked to bring

old glass bottles to decorate which they could then use for

storage or as a product to sell.

One woman has been making golden syrup and selling it

in her community and other local communities for a few

years. She is a single mother with three boys. Her youngest

son is now a third-year university student. She shared with

other women about how the income from the syrup has

helped her to provide for her son by sending him pocket

money from her earnings every month. “I don’t know how

I would’ve made it if I didn’t start selling syrup,” she said.
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As part of the programme, the women visited one of the nearby

agroecology sites. Jan Cloete shared his knowledge and experience.

He demonstrated how to grow seedlings and different planting

methods. This kind of farmer-to-farmer extension practice has

proven to be an effective and powerful mobilisation tool.

A horizontal exchange was initiated by women from Pella

(Namakwa District) to learn more about the livestock bank

strategy being implemented in the Hantam Karoo (also in

Namakwa District). Nine women went on the exchange, some of

whom are already farming with livestock. The objective of the

exchange was to evaluate the possibility of the establishment of

a livestock bank in their area. The discussions focused on how to

avoid the pitfalls of a livestock bank, including dealing with livestock

diseases, dealing with drought, record keeping, and the selection

of beneficiaries. The outcome of this exchange was a donation by

a woman farmer from Jakkalskop emerging farmers’ association

to a woman from Pella. There is an agreement that she will return

the same number of ewes and lambs over a period of three years

to the Jakkalskop farmers’ forum.

Women from Mfuleni and Ithemba Farmers (two communities

close to each other and facing the same land and social challenges)

indicated a desire to visit other urban farms in their areas as they

wanted to learn from the experiences of others and their

agroecological practices. Fourteen women from Ithemba and

Mfuleni went on an exchange visit to Abalimi Bezekhaya in

Khayelitsha and Gugulethu. They were inspired by the example

they witnessed of older women of Abalimi. The group could also

relate to the Abalimi women farmers’ plight of being restricted

to small plots and their struggle to access more land.

A total of 18 women from Mfuleni and Ithemba Farmers

subsequently attended an agroecology training workshop which

also included an in-depth discussion about xenophobia, teenage

pregnancy and other challenges in their communities. These

farming communities face a range of social issues and are heavily

dependent on government social grants. SPP will be adopting a

more holistic approach in workshops to address and create space

to discuss the circumstances of a wide range of groups.

The outcome of the workshop was the establishment of seven

household gardens managed by single mothers, despite a number

of constraints. The community uses water points which make

watering of crops difficult. Claims for ownership of land, water,

electricity, road and gates are still a far-off dream for these women,

but they are willing to stand up and work together to make it a

reality.
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SOME QUOTES FROM ACTIVISTS:

Natasha Engelbrecht, a young woman says:

Susanna Mouton:

Jacobus Rosenthal from Goedgegundt:

Craig Jonkers from Ithemba Farmers’ Association:

“We give men the power to overpower us”.

"While we work toward change, we should be
the change we want to see”.

“Break the chain of patriarchy through women
who own their vegetable gardens and land”.

“Women must run in front and we as the men
will support them from behind”.

ORGANISING AND MOBILISING YOUTH FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

Young people are challenging the prevailing neoliberal food system,
dominated by commercial farmers, connecting the struggles for
land and food sovereignty with other struggles such as
#FeesMustFall, and breaking barriers across race, gender, class
and geographical divides. The awareness about food sovereignty
in particular has captured the imagination of youth and inspired
many others.

Our work with youth has taken various forms over the last years.
The youth commune project has been identified by young people
as an opportunity to access land and to become self-sufficient by
living off and through the land. Increasing youth unemployment
is forcing young people to explore many options. The struggle to
access land has been the biggest impediment to young people
taking control of their own futures. Despite this, youth of Ebenhaeser
(West Coast District) continue advocating for land. The Ebenhaeser
community was dispossessed of its land under apartheid. The
community made a restitution application with support from the
Legal Resources Centre. This process of reclaiming land will provide
opportunities for land access. The young people actively participate
in the process to ensure they also benefit from this process.

Two young people from Ebenhaeser joined the Environmental

Justice Youth Internship Programme hosted by Environmental

Monitoring Group in partnership with SPP. The programme involved

a varied range of activities - political education, wilderness camps,

project development; training workshops and assisting young

people from rural and urban communities to connect with one

another around food sovereignty, agroecology, food production,

climate justice and land issues. The eight interns were from urban

communities (Bishop Lavis, Khayelitsha, and Oranjezicht) and the

rural community of Ebenhaeser. Other partners involved in this

programme were Slow Food Youth Network and Young People

at Work.
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SPP’s office and facilities became the base for these young people

to work. By the end of the review period, SPP agreed to extend the

internship to five of the original eight. They participated in our

strategic planning process, and contributed to developing a youth

strategy that they will lead in 2016.

The mobilisation efforts during the last semester took different

forms: exchanges; surveys in communities; discussions and Eat-Ins

(a concept used by the Slow Food Movement), as well as information

and training workshops.
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Twelve young people from rural towns in the West Coast District

visited five young producers active in the Khayelitsha community

of Cape Town. Young people prepared local dishes and shared

the stories behind their dishes, which stimulated discussions around

food, land, culture, diversity, and different historical experiences.

Through creative and artistic means such as poetry and music,

young people shared their knowledge, lived experiences and

struggles.

Through this action, rural youth said they wanted greater

awareness around agroecology, food sovereignty and the politics

of food. SPP responded by organising and facilitating an

appropriate training, supplemented by awareness and mobilisation

activity in Elands Bay (West Coast District), attended by 23 young

people (12 of whom were young women) from Cederberg and

Swartland municipalities and forestry communities, as well as the

young urban producers. The Right to Agrarian Reform for Food

Sovereignty Campaign and #FeesMustFall engaged with them

and shared their experience on mobilisation.

The local mobilisation took the form of a survey which enabled

participants to connect with local youth and engage them on

issues related to farming in the community of Elands Bay. The

youth acted as enumerators, and produced a survey report with

analysis and graphs guiding and influencing the agenda and

strategy for SPP to move forward.

These actions and interactions resulted in an emerging youth

movement in Elands Bay, involving more than 30 young people

beginning to grow their own food and taking action to address

local social issues. One of the young women has since been

nominated as the convenor of the Cederberg Forum and member

of the Tshintsha Amakhaya steering committee. The TA provincial

cluster of partner organisations provided a platform for the youth

interns to present their experiences of agroecology.       .

SPP also facilitated the participation of two young people in the

Groundwork Environmental Justice School in KwaZulu-Natal.

The youth organisers / interns say: “In the last six months
we have been working together mobilising young
people from different backgrounds, in rural and in
urban areas. What we are doing is to challenge young
people to engage with issues that they are not used to
like agroecology and food sovereignty.”

SOLIDARITY AND ALLIANCE-BUILDING

SPP continued to participate in various networks and campaigns

in solidarity with like-minded organisations, partners and

movements in the region, on the continent, and across the

world. We are committed and aspire to contribute towards

and strengthening a Pan-Africanist struggle and movement.

Tshintsha Amakhaya remains an important network and space

for collaboration. Two indabas were held which allowed for

campaign discussions, dialogues with activist groups, and

strategic alliances and sharing on the broader political context

in order to inform our work and strategies. A significant shift

has been the expansion of the Steering Committee to include

community and movement representatives. The inclusive,

transparent and accountable processes and mechanisms that

have been created in TA provide a possible model for other

networks to consider.

In order to stimulate more grassroots participation and

collaboration and ensure greater ownership, provincial clusters

of organisations meet quarterly. The purpose is to plan and

discuss common challenges, upcoming activities and campaigns

that can be done jointly by the organisations. SPP, TCOE

(Trust for Community Outreach and Education) and Women

on Farms Project (WFP) form part of the Western Cape cluster.

Two of the joint activities that took place in 2015 were a

women’s rights workshop and an agroecology training

workshop.

SPP co-hosted a workshop with the Legal Resources Centre

(a partner of the collaboration) entitled “Accessing the Equality

Courts”. The information was very useful and forums are

assessing how to connect what they learned with their struggles

and strategies.

The Land for Food campaign, coordinated by the Rural

Women’s Assembly (RWA) and TA and launched on Human

Rights Day, 21 March 2015, ended in a march of hundreds of

women to the Union Buildings in Pretoria where they

demanded land for food (”one woman, one hectare”). A

memorandum was handed over and several women spoke

about their challenges in accessing land and the significance

of the one woman, one hectare demand. Many spoke about

how their lack of access to land and water prevented them

from producing food for their families and severely negative

impact on the livelihoods of entire communities.           .

The Northern Cape Regional Network decided to invite

community organisations to join their alliance as a result of

their exposure to the way that TA works. The Network joined

forces for World Food Day and 16 Days of Activism of No

Violence against Women and Children and hosted a training

session by You and Your Money.

LEARNING EXCHANGES AND STUDY TOURS

SPP hosted and facilitated several learning exchanges and

study tours in 2015 to give expression to its intention to

promote greater solidarity with like-minded organisations

globally.

In 2014 a strategy meeting took place between US Food

Sovereignty Alliance partners and African partners. As a direct

result of this US-Africa Alliance gathering, a learning exchange

to a few states in the US took place in 2015. Petrus Brink

representing the FSC and Norah Gavaza Mlondoboza

representing the RWA went on an exchange visit hosted by

the US Food Sovereignty Alliance. The purpose of the visit

was to build solidarity and foster linkages with movements

and alliances in order to organise a larger learning exchange

between US and African movements.
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SPP facilitated a consultation and scoping visit for Bread for the World

staff member in preparation for a learning visit by prominent church

and community leaders from Germany in March 2016. The focus of

the 2016 visit will be to learn from farm workers working and living

on farms about their lived experiences in the current context of land

and agrarian reform in South Africa.

A four-person delegation from IDEX (the International Development

Exchange, a funding and solidarity partner from the USA) visited

different formations and communities that SPP works with as part of

a learning visit to understand the current political and social context

of South Africa. This was also a preparation for a planned learning

exchange for 29 grassroots activists, NGOs and movement leaders

from across the USA participating in the Move to End Violence leadership

development programme.

STAFF EXPOSURE

Harry May from SPP and Petrus Brink from the Citrusdal Farm Workers,

Dwellers and Migrants Forum were part of a five-person delegation

who attended the Ethical Wine Trade Conference in Mendoza, Argentina.

José Pick participated in the activities of the People’s Space at the

2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP 21) in Paris.

She participated in a solidarity action with evicted communities and

solidarity with the #Plane Stupid 13 activist group which is resisting

the expansion of Heathrow Airport in London.

Zayaan Khan and Keenan Cloete were part of a delegation to the Slow

Food Terra Madre Expo in Milan. Keenan is a young man from Nababeep

(Namakwa District) who works with his family on their farm and is

very knowledgeable about livestock farming. This was an ideal

opportunity to with young food activists share a global perspective of

the food system and how it is affected by corporate and neoliberal

agendas.
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When the 2011-2015 planning cycle ended, it was an opportune

time for SPP to undertake a participatory external evaluation

which could also stimulate self-evaluation and critical reflection

on the various aspects of our work. The outcome of these

evaluations informed the new strategic plan for the period 2016-

2020.

The participatory evaluation framework and process covered the

following aspects:

• An analysis of the land and agrarian context (economic, social,

political, environmental and technological aspects);

• The present context (land redistribution policy, tensions with

government and, movement building), which considered whether

the SPP strategy and organisational model remains relevant and

whether any changes are required;

• The strategies of the main actors that affect SPP’s work;

• An analysis of SPP’s role and its evolution in these contexts; and

• A reflection on SPP’s praxis and its theory of change.

KEY FINDINGS, COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SPP has worked with many communities over a long period of

time. Through its support and facilitation, SPP has contributed to

the development of a critical mass of activists, numerous struggles,

a number of important victories, and various potential developments

in the struggle for food sovereignty. The organisation is therefore

in possession of a “mass of knowledge”, both historical and current.

Even though SPP documents its learning and experience, it has

strong analytical capacity as can be seen in its high-quality research

products; and it demonstrates with strong participatory research

skills, the organisation’s documentation needs to improve so that

it can be used more effectively in ways which include consolidating

and advancing its current work.

The SPP visionary development goal, “Realise pro-poor agrarian

transformation and food sovereignty to secure and improve rural

livelihoods” is informed by a structural analysis and a critique of

neoliberalism. Significant results have been achieved in a protracted

and contested struggle for agrarian transformation. That said, the

road to agrarian transformation is long and complex.            .

The evaluation emphasised the importance of SPP creating more

space for documentation, reflection, learning and growth in order

to consolidate the gains it has made and to advance progress

towards the goal of food sovereignty.

The organisation was found to have significant competence on

the land question, food sovereignty, agroecological production

and agrarian transformation. This competence and the analysis

with which some of the activists and leaders speak about these

areas are, in part, a result of years of SPP doing political work with

formations. The evaluation found SPP to have sound analysis,

conceptual clarity and knowledge on the areas named above.

Although it found this strength to be unevenly spread among staff

and activists, it said that this is nevertheless a critical strength

that SPP should build on and spread as broadly as possible.

SPP Strategic Plan for 2016-2020
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Trust, dignity, a deep sense of solidarity through an emancipatory

praxis was observed during the evaluation. SPP was found to work

in a respectful and empowering way with communities and

formations of the rural poor and marginalised who are subject to

a daily dehumanisation. The respect and dignity of the SPP

methodology was found to be deeply appreciated and an

empowering force in and by itself. However, the evaluator noted

that SPP’s emancipatory praxis should be refined through action-

learning with a deep introspection to enable changes for refinement

and a more even implementation of praxis by all staff. It suggested

that SPP should constantly and consistently ask itself is to what

extent it creates dependence. It can do this by refining its field

intervention and praxis through more consistent reflection on its

praxis.

A 2013 Human Resource Assessment Report by Anthea Houston

found that “SPP conducted a thorough process of engagement

with staff before implementing recent changes. Despite the

aggressive nature of the changes, strong psychological contracts

are still in place between SPP and its staff. This is evidenced by

high commitment levels, alignment of expectations, perceived

organisational fairness and high levels of job satisfaction”. The

2015 evaluation found that SPP is staffed by a core of committed,

skilled and overstretched activists. The output of its work

demonstrates significant capacity and skills. However, its current

capacity is too small for the task at hand.

The range and reach of SPP programme activities is spread over

a very large geographical area which is exhausting just in relation

to the thousands of kilometres that staff have to drive. In the

period under review, the capacity gap was compounded by the

loss of a number of staff. It stretches and strains the current

capacity. Having to fill delivery gaps with staff trying to cover

many tasks lessens the potential for more reflective work. Given

the expanse of the geographical coverage, and the importance of

a stronger political thrust of work, SPP was advised to address its

capacity challenges and create space to sustain, consolidate and

advance current work.

An important part of sustainable work in a complex environment,

especially working with formations that challenge power, is strong

administration, space for management to manage more strategically,

and space for reflection. In addition, the vast knowledge and

experience of the “senior staff” should be tapped more effectively.

The management style in SPP was found to be very participative

and caring, yet constructively supportive and critical of work done.

All staff interviewed said the working environment is one that is

conducive to growth and development of individuals and the

organisation. Management was found to be efficient and supported

by sound administration.

However, management was advised to create space for more

systematic reflection and a deepening of its role to enable/facilitate

a refinement of strategy, and the further growth of strategic and

analytical thinking by field staff and the critical mass of activists.

The evaluator proposed it would be important to develop a

management plan that includes a strong strategy support and

facilitation dimension based on a refined action learning and

reflection system.
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The evaluator/ facilitator and SPP discussed and agreed on the

following contextual analysis informing SPP’s new strategy :

The neoliberal economic paradigm adopted by the ruling party

has resulted in a deepening of poverty and inequality for the

majority. This economic trajectory is driven and defended by an

elite group within the former liberation movement. The tragic

Marikana massacre is an indicator of the length to which the

dominant class will go to defend their vested interests. The

repression during the farm worker revolt and the response of

capital and the state in the period following the revolt, has caused

more suffering (evictions, increased mechanisation and casualisation

of work).

The post liberation policy path has led to greater inequality of

land and assets for the poor and marginalised and a worsening

situation with ongoing dispossession; rural people being pushed

into labour and more precarious forms of work rather than being

producers; commodification of land and natural resources including

services; vast and increased accumulation of land and assets to

the elite and corporations; and the further deepening of inequality

of land and assets based on gender. Policy at all levels from global

to local serves the rich, not the poor, and legislation will entrench

apartheid patterns including patronage to the ruling party.

The farm workers’ revolt, which resulted in a sectoral determination

victory, has provided many lessons. In particular, is the importance

of critical political consciousness that can understand the root

causes of problems and a consciousness that holds the unity

despite many forces at play in a contested terrain. The forestry

dwellers are an example of the negative impact of the neoliberal

paradigm through privatisation. This has resulted in a further

deterioration in living conditions of forestry dwellers, with

retrenchments, tenure insecurity, evictions, a breakdown in

infrastructure, increasingly precious living conditions, growing

unemployment and contractors not employing local village people.

This is in the context of corporations making huge profits.

The operational context in which SPP and the formations it

accompanies position themselves, is a volatile, unpredictable,

oppressive and at times repressive context, especially, when the

poor and marginalised express their voices. It is a painful yet

hopeful scenario as the various organised formations that SPP

supports and accompanies assert their right to be people treated

with dignity, respect and care to access basic human rights and

conditions conducive to agrarian reform for food sovereignty.

SPP’S STRATEGIC CHOICES

Based on this analysis and these considerations, SPP prioritised

the strategic choices to support social change:

1.  Movement building and social mobilisation.

2. Agrarian transformation.

3. Agroecology for food sovereignty.

The strategy places at the centre building women’s power for

greater access to land, water and resources, stimulating a youth-

centred movement, and supporting continued self-organising and

mobilising of farm workers and farm dwellers, migrants and seasonal

workers.
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Strategies will include awareness raising;

popular and political education; creative forms

of mobilising; solidarity and cooperation with

national and international alliances and

networks; pressure on government and relevant

institutions to change legislation and policies

through direct actions, speak-outs and protests;

the use of all forms of media; and action

research.

Some the envisioned outcomes of the strategy

are: an increase in Food Sovereignty Campaign

membership; the establishment of more farm

workers’ formations; an increase in women

and youth participation, representation and

influence in FSC, other network and campaigns;

political conscious activists; women, youth

and farm workers gain access to land; current

access to land is secured and extended through

commonage campaigns with others; a growing

awareness of food sovereignty leads to more

people growing their own food; agroecology

learning sites are expanded and a working

group continues to drive the agroecology

agenda of farmers towards a movement of

agroecology producers; farmers and SPP

participate in national and regional networks

where farmers, youth, women and farm

workers share experiences and lead discussions

on agroecology and food sovereignty.        .
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The SPP Board had some changes in 2015. Richard Brown resigned

as non-executive director at the Annual General Meeting held in

June 2015. We extend our sincerest appreciation to him for the

invaluable legal advice and contributions we could count on during

his tenure.

The following directors were re-appointed for a two-year term.
Megan Euston- Brown

Johann Mettler (Chairperson)

Esmé Smith

Prof. Lungisile Ntsebeza

Dr. Karen Daniels

Bipin Prag (Treasurer)

The SPP is a registered as a Not For profit Company, is registered

with the Social Development Directorate as a Non-profit

Organisation (NPO) and has Public Benefit Organisation status

under section 18A of the South African Income Tax Act.        .

DONORS 2015

The Surplus People Project Board & staff and the communities

we are in solidarity with, would like to express our gratitude to

the following funding partners. Thank you for sharing in our vision

and making the work we do meaningful and possible.

Africa Groups of Sweden (AGS)

African Women’s Development Fund (AWDF)

Bread for the World (formerly Evangelischer Entwicklungdienst
- EED)

Comité Catholique Contre La Faim Et Pour Dévelopment
(CCFD - Terre Solidaire)

Fastenopfer

Foundation for Human Rights (FHR)

IUCN

SODI

United Church of Canada (UCC)

National Development Agency

Interchurch Organisation for Development Co-operation
(ICCO)

Department of Social Development ñ Western Cape

National Lotteries Board

International Development Exchange (IDEX)

Environmental Monitoring Group (EMG) - contribution for
Youth Environmental Partnership

Organisational governance
and management
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Organisational governance
and management

SPP DIRECTORS:  [Top] Prof. Lungisile Ntsebeza, Johann Mettler (Chairperson), [Middle] Bipin Prag

(Treasurer), Megan Euston- Brown [Front] Esmé Smith, * [Absent] Dr. Karen Daniels



RESOURCE MOBILISATION STRATEGY (RMS)

A training workshop organised and facilitated by African Women’s

Development Fund resulted in a Resource Mobilisation Strategy,

adopted by our Board and which will guide our fundraising efforts.

The document also sets out our principles, values and internal

mechanisms and processes in relation to fundraising. A team has

been set up with the treasurer of the Board nominated to be

part of the RM team. One of their key tasks is to monitor the

implementation of the RM strategy.

INDIVIDUAL GIVING CAMPAIGN

This is a new strategy for SPP and one objective of our RMS. We

have set a target which we have achieved. Our social media

presence contributed for 2014/15 to us securing funds from

individuals.

STAFF & INTERNS 2015

The saying “Change is the only Constant” has rung true for SPP

for the last three years. We had to cope and adjust to changes

in our staff composition. 2015 was no different as we said good-

bye to four valuable staff members. Thank you to Ronald Wesso,

Rochelle Cloete, Mandy Booys and Zayaan Khan for your added

value and contribution to the work of SPP. We wish you well in

your new roles. We trust that the experiences you have gained

at SPP will add value to workplaces and endeavours.           .

INTERNS’ SHARING THEIR FUTURE EXPERIENCE AT SPP

As interns at SPP our understanding of the South African journey
through colonialism, apartheid and post-colonialism unfolded.
The stories we heard from emerging farmers in urban and rural
areas gave us insight in the past, the present and the way forward.
No matter what language was spoken, all voices addressed the

same issues related to the inequalities of South Africa, and we

are privileged to have been given the opportunity to hear these

stories and take part in the struggle for food sovereignty. The

staff at SPP planted ideas, gave us space to grow, watered us with

knowledge, and gave us food for thought.

During our time with SPP we visited several communities: Riebeeck

West, Goodhouse, Khayelitsha and Elands Bay, to name a few.

People showed us their gardens, let us take part in their meetings

and participated in the survey we created as part of a pilot study

regarding youth and agriculture.

Although Sweden is different from South Africa in many ways,

the role of social movements is equally important here. The South

African solidarity has inspired us to engage more deeply in the

global struggle against neoliberal capitalism, in areas related to

SPP’s work, as well as in other areas.

Now back in Sweden we are doing a tour of 1600 km, visiting

activists affiliated with our sending organisation, Africa Groups

of Sweden, sharing with them the concepts of food sovereignty

and agroecology. Here in the northern part of Europe the debate

about food is generally focused on the consumer rather than the

producer, so the criticism of the food system is an eye opener for

many of the people we meet. Everybody we have met so far has

been inspired by the work and dedication of SPP - just like we

have been ourselves!

Jacob Inganäs and Caroline Faxe
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REFLECTION ON MY TIME AT SPP

I will frame my time at SPP as a journey from one march to another.

I started at the beginning of May in 2008, and was immediately

pulled into frenzied preparations for a march a few days later of

the Food Sovereignty Campaign to parliament in Cape Town. I

left SPP on 30 September 2015. One of my last tasks was taking

part in frenzied preparations for a march of the Witzenberg Activist

Group to the municipal offices in the Boland town of Ceres.

For me these two marches illustrate the journey that I found SPP

on when I joined, and the distance we travelled on that journey

during the time I was there.

When I joined, SPP had just taken a radical turn - from a service

delivery NGO intent on facilitating implementation of state

policies, to a movement building NGO supporting communities

struggling to change the neoliberal policy framework of the state.

This did not mean SPP was abandoning its servicing and policy

work. It simply meant that experience and reflection, shared with

communities of emerging farmers, had brought it to a point of

where it realised that only doing that will not bring the desired

changes. The organisation had decided to integrate this work with

a broad project of movement building and social mobilisation.

This decision was taken after a deep consultation process with

the emerging farmers SPP worked with. In fact, it would be more

accurate to say it was a joint decision between SPP and the

communities it partnered with. I know this because I was involved

in facilitating this process while working at ILRIG.          .

The march of the Food Sovereignty Campaign was the “coming

out party” of this new approach. There were just more than a

thousand people, and the palpable excitement and energy was

an amazing sign of people experiencing the joy of striking out on

a new, however difficult, path. This was also the day that I met

most of my new colleagues, which was quite a privilege. Other

than most new staff, who usually meet them in staid meetings, I

could immediately see the rough rebelliousness of Andries, the

restrained dignity of Margie, the lapse of Edith into pure

Namaqualandese when she gets excited, and of course Harry’s

crazy love for being among people. (This was the time when Pedro

was still just a huge, quiet guy, so I don’t remember him from that

day.) It was a special day for SPP, and I knew in my bones I was in

the right place.

Eight years later the Ceres march demonstrated both the

determination of SPP to stay with this journey of movement

building, and, as I said, the distance we had travelled. The essence

of SPP was the same, but it was also quite a different organisation.

I will just note some of the key differences as shown by the Ceres

march:

• Of the staff present at the Cape Town march, only Harry and I

were in Ceres. The team involved in the Ceres work had changed

dramatically. Some have left, new staff had joined, and some,

like Pedro, had developed into new roles in amazing ways.
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Internships for 2015

Seven young people participated in an Environmental Justice

programme, hosted by Environmental Monitoring Group in

partnership with us. SPP availed our office space and facilities as

a base for the interns.

• Sizwe Nyuka

• Chuma Mgcoyi

• Abonga Tom

• Jonathan Julius

• Shanley Oerson

• Lelanie Miggel

• Ethan Cussendala

• Wade Parker (volunteering post- placement year)

Four students from the Elsenburg Agricultural College did their

practical placement with SPP. We wish them all the best with

their studies and job search and trust that their learning experience

at SPP would enrich their future roles and responsibilities.

• Lorenzo Geduld

• Mayihlome Mlungwana

• Nosindiso Dyantyi

International Volunteers 2015

• Margaux Mathéz-Loïc (Swizerland)

• Serena Borgni (Italy)

• Laura Vaz Jones (Canada).

• Ashlyn Perry (United States)

• Joshua Essick (United States)

• Caroline Faxe (Sweden)

• Jacob Inganäs (Sweden)

Gratitude and appreciation to all the rural
women and men whose struggles inspire
and humble us! We stand in solidarity
with you and salute you!

Thank you to our alliance partners and
organisations for your solidarity & for
good working relations and cooperation
during 2015.

• The fact that the march was in Ceres was also a big change. In 2008

it was very unlikely that SPP would be as deeply involved in work

outside of the western parts of the Western and Northern Cape

provinces.

• The Ceres march were not only more clearly women-led than the

Cape Town march, it also had a clearer and stronger feminist politics.

• Emerging farmers made up a small minority in the Ceres march,

whereas the Cape Town march consisted almost exclusively of

emerging farmers. In Ceres we were working with emerging farmers,

farm dwellers, seasonal farm workers, factory workers, as well as

township residents protesting against neoliberal services.

Like I said, these changes represent a deepening and a broadening

of the movement building approach SPP had just embarked on when

I joined. It was crucially informed by the experience of the farm

worker strikes of 2012/2013. It was also the logical outcome of the

direction SPP had chosen - although it took years of patience and

courage to get to this outcome. It also took a willingness to change,

while staying true to core principles.

One of our favourite laughs at SPP was about interns. We would

laugh at the consternation of the parents of these young people

coming to SPP from Europe and North America. They arrived wanting

to become lawyers, doctors and bankers. And then, to the shock of

their parents, they would go back to be agrarian scholars, or worse

farmers, or even worse illegal land occupiers. SPP had transformed

them to the consternation of their parents, who would come around

after a while. I think when we laughed at the parents of Bérenger,

Laura and others, we were laughing at ourselves a little. In order to

change the world, SPP had changed all of us in the process in often

unexpected ways, which we then patiently had to explain to bemused

family and friends.

Ronald Wesso

SPP exists in its experienced and innovative staff and leadership.

Deepening our political consciousness, ongoing self-scrutiny

and a praxis that place people central to all processes and

activism, are critical to engage with our rapidly changing

context.

At the end of 2015 we had a programme staff compliment

of 12. We look forward to new staff joining us in 2016.

• Herschelle Milford

• Henry Fredericks

• Harry May

• Virginia Brookes

• Roegseena Stevens

• Pedro Kotze

• Jose Pick

• Rishqa Sydow

• Edith Newman

• Leanne Schimdt

• Coleen Arnolds

• Petrus Brink

Part-time staff (ensuring a happy, clean office environment)

• Valerie Dullisear

• Nonurse Combo

• Sanna Stevens

• Anna Ruiters

Acknowledgements
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SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT NPC (RF) 1995/12055/08

(Association Incorporated under Section 21 of the Companies Act)

024-864 NPO PBO 930009073

Financial Statement for the year ended 31 December 2015

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Figures in Rand

Assets

Non-Current Assets

Property, plant and equipment

Current Assets

Accounts receivable

Cash and cash equivalents

Total Assets

Funds and Liabilities

Accumulated surplus

Current Liabilities

Accounts and other payables

Deferred income

Leave provision

Total Liabilities

Total Funds and Liabilities

2015

456 702

456 702

0

4 964 168

4 964 168

5 420 870

4 423 710

4 423 710

48 876

752 295

119 935

997 160

5 420 870

2014

433 850

433 850

864 140

3 158 551

4 022 691

4 456 541

2 975 213

2 975 213

66 581

1 273 683

141 064

1 481 328

4 456 541
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Figures in Rand

Revenue

Operating Expenses

Operating (deficit)/surplus

Interest received

Surplus for the year

Other comprehensive income

Total comprehensive surplus

2015

9 031 610

(7 700 862)

1 330 748

117 749

1 448 497

-

1 448 497

2014

7 364 869

(7 379 612)

(14 743)

65 384

50 641

-

50 641

SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT NPC (RF) 1995/12055/08
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024-864 NPO   PBO 930009073

Financial Statement for the year ended 31 December 2015

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS

Figures in Rand

Balance at 01 January 2014

Changes in funds

Total comprehensive surplus for the year

Total changes

Balance at 01 January 2015

Changes in funds

Total comprehensive surplus for the year

Total changes

Balance at 31 December 2015

Accumulated
surplus

R

Total

R

2 924 572

50 641

50 641

2 975 213

1 448 497

1 448 497

4 423 710

2 924 572

50 641

50 641

2 975 213

1 448 497

1 448 497

4 423 710
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